Introduction
============

Interactions between the two fundamental motivators pain and reward modulate our perceptions and behavior ([@nsw173-B26], for review; [@nsw173-B47]; [@nsw173-B2]). The prospect of reward, say a sport's trophy, renders pain, of for example an injury, less intense and less significant compared to situations in which the same nociceptive input lacks association with reward. The influence of reward on pain is conceptualized in Field's motivation-decision model ([@nsw173-B17]), postulating that reward decreases pain signals when the motivation to obtain reward is prioritized over pain avoidance. Pain-inhibiting effects of reward have been confirmed experimentally in rodents ([@nsw173-B14]) and humans ([@nsw173-B2]), with the latter study also showing pain-facilitatory effects of punishment.

Pleasure is an integral component of reward and passively experiencing pleasurable stimuli such as seeing positively valenced pictures or smelling pleasant odors decreases pain (e.g. [@nsw173-B53]; [@nsw173-B40]) as would be expected for rewarding stimuli. Pleasure-induced pain inhibition correlates with increased activation in the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC; [@nsw173-B42]; [@nsw173-B61]). Outside pain, the OFC is involved in determining the subjective and context-dependent value of reward ([@nsw173-B20], for review). Thus, the OFC is a prime candidate region for mediating pain-inhibitory effects of reward. What remains completely unknown is how activation of the OFC is translated into pain reduction. Such pain reduction could be exerted via inhibition of ascending nociceptive input, e.g. via descending pathways as suggested by the Motivation-Decision Model. Alternatively, perceptual pain reduction could be mediated supraspinally without altered spinal pain processing (cf. [@nsw173-B58]).

Anatomically, the OFC has extensive reciprocal connections to several regions that are involved in the processing of painful stimuli, including the insular cortex, the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and somatosensory areas. Connections with the insular cortex are organized in an anterior-posterior fashion, possibly with stronger connections to the anterior compared to the posterior insula ([@nsw173-B33]; [@nsw173-B12], for review). Anterior parts of the insula are important for emotional-cognitive pain modulation (e.g. [@nsw173-B25]; [@nsw173-B62]), but only the posterior insula receives direct spinothalamic nociceptive input ([@nsw173-B15]). The OFC has also strong reciprocal connections with several sub-regions of the ACC ([@nsw173-B11]; [@nsw173-B36], for review; for subdivisions of the ACC see [@nsw173-B16]). Work in monkeys shows that both the posterior-dorsal and anterior-dorsal ACC (pdACC and adACC; posterior and anterior midcingulate cortex according to Vogt, 2016) receive spinothalamic input ([@nsw173-B15]). However, while the pdACC tracks perceived pain intensity ([@nsw173-B55]) and is perhaps implicated in processing the affective dimension of pain ([@nsw173-B1], for review), the anterior-dorsal portion of the ACC plays a role in additional processes relevant to this study, including pain modulation, reward processing and the detection of conflict (e.g. [@nsw173-B9], for review; [@nsw173-B38]; [@nsw173-B5]; [@nsw173-B47]). Somatosensory brain regions have been shown to be important for sensory-discriminative aspects of pain perception. Primary somatosensory cortex (SI) seems to be particularly important for stimulus localization ([@nsw173-B51], for review) and thereby for thread localization. Thus, its anatomical connections place the OFC in a position to mediate pain-inhibitory effects via a circuitry including the insula, ACC and somatosensory regions.

The aim of this study was to characterize the brain circuitry mediating pain inhibition in the presence of a rewarding stimulus. Specifically, we wanted to test at which level of the neuraxis this modulation is exerted. Therefore, we first assessed, using a standard general linear model analysis as well as comparison to the 'neurological pain signature' (NPS), a network sensitively tracking perceived pain intensity related to changes in nociceptive input ([@nsw173-B55]), whether pain inhibition by reward was associated with decreased activation in pain intensity coding regions and/or regions receiving direct nociceptive input, i.e., the posterior insula, adACC and pdACC, SI, SII and thalamus. Next, we tested how between-subject variance of this pain modulation is reflected in the brain and whether pain inhibition by monetary wins or pain facilitation by monetary losses is the driving factor. Using a psycho-physiological interaction (PPI) analysis, the functional connectivity of the region identified in the between-subject analysis was investigated on the individual level. Pain modulation was achieved by combining a wheel of fortune game with experimental pain stimuli in healthy volunteers undergoing functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).

Materials and methods
=====================

Participants
------------

Thirty-one healthy volunteers were recruited for the experiment. Exclusion criteria were any present or past pain condition, psychiatric disorders, excessive gambling, substance abuse behaviors, alcohol consumption of more than 100 ml alcohol per week, tobacco use, regular night shifts or sleep disorders. The study was approved by the McGill University Institutional Review Board and informed consent was obtained from all participants according to the revised Declaration of Helsinki (2008).

Six participants[^1^](#nsw173-FN1){ref-type="fn"} participated only in a pre-scan familiarization session and not in the fMRI session. Data from one participant were excluded after the fMRI session without any analysis because of intense pain at the head during data acquisition caused by an uncomfortable position. Thus, the final sample consisted of 24 volunteers (12 females; age M = 23.7 years, SD = 3.6 years).

General design
--------------

The study followed a within-subject design with the two factors 'stimulation intensity' and 'outcome' of the wheel of fortune game (see below). Before the fMRI session, participants underwent a pre-scan familiarization session. In the pre-scan session, participants were familiarized with the thermal stimuli, the rating scale and the wheel of fortune game to decrease unspecific effects of novelty and saliency. Further, thermal pain thresholds were assessed to determine the stimulation intensities for the wheel of fortune game. At the beginning of the fMRI session, participants were reminded of the wheel of fortune game and, if necessary, stimulus intensities were adjusted to achieve mildly and moderately painful sensations.

Rating scale
------------

Participants rated the perceived intensity of each thermal stimulus using a horizontally orientated VAS. The VAS ranged from 0 'no sensation' to 200 'most intense pain tolerable' with 100 being the pain threshold, to differentiate between non-painful and painful sensations ([@nsw173-B52]). In the pre-scan session, participants were trained to rate the perceived intensity of the thermal stimuli only, not of the combination of pain and monetary wins or losses as presented later in the wheel of fortune game, to allow for testing of effects of monetary wins and losses on the perception of thermal stimuli.

Thermal stimulation
-------------------

Heat stimuli were applied to the thenar eminence of participants' non-dominant hand using a 27-mm diameter contact thermode (Contact Heat Evoked Potentials, CHEPS; PATHWAY Pain & Sensory Evaluation System, Medoc Ltd. Advanced Medical System, Israel). To standardize thenar stimulation, participants placed their hand on a hemisphere made of Styrofoam^®^, in which the thermode was embedded. Baseline thermode temperature was set to 32 °C; rise rate to 20 °C/s, and return rate to 30 °C/s. The target temperature was held constant for three seconds. Participants' pain thresholds were assessed using a modified staircase method. The stimulation intensities for the wheel of fortune game were: (i) pain threshold plus 1.5 °C to provoke *mildly painful* sensations; and (ii) pain threshold plus 2.5 °C to provoke *moderately painful* sensations. Resulting average temperatures for the mildly painful stimuli were 47.6°C (SD = 1.6°C; rated as on average 118.46, SD = 17.37, in the neutral condition on the visual analogue scale; VAS), and 48.6°C (SD = 1.6°C; rated as 134.98 on average, SD = 19.99) for the moderately painful stimuli.

Wheel of fortune game
---------------------

A wheel of fortune game, adapted from previous versions ([@nsw173-B2]), served to manipulate participants' perception of painful thermal stimuli by experiencing monetary wins and losses. Participants were presented on a computer screen with a wheel of fortune display ([Figure 1](#nsw173-F1){ref-type="fig"}) that was divided into three sections of equal size but different color. The game comprised two types of trials: *choice* trials, in which participants selected one of two colors of the wheel of fortune by pressing a corresponding button on a keyboard and *neutral* trials, in which participants had to press a button corresponding to the white section of the wheel that was not associated with any wins or losses. In both types of trials, the wheel started spinning after participants pressed a button. When the wheel came to a stop, the color under the cursor determined the outcome ([Figure 1](#nsw173-F1){ref-type="fig"}). If the wheel landed on the color the participant had selected, the participant won a certain amount of money (winning condition); if the wheel landed on the color the participant had not selected, the participant lost a certain amount of money (losing condition). In the neutral condition, the wheel always landed on white and an outcome of \$0 was displayed. To make the wheel more realistic for the participants, the wheel also landed in some of the choice trials on white (dummy trials) with an outcome of \$0 displayed. For trials with thermal stimulation (see below), the thermal stimulus was administered simultaneously with the monetary outcome. Fig. 1.Time line of one trial of the wheel of fortune game with simultaneous thermal stimulation. VAS: visual analogue scale. Depicted in the figure is an example of the wining condition. In the losing condition, participants saw the message in the outcome phase of the game that they lost a certain amount of money. In the neutral trials, no pointer was displayed on the wheel.

The losing and the neutral conditions served as control conditions for comparison with the winning condition. The losing condition was included to ensure that any pain-inhibitory effects are not simply caused by unspecific arousal because both winning and losing are associated with arousal ([@nsw173-B45], [@nsw173-B44]). Losing trials also made the game more realistic, thereby increasing participants' engagement.

During the functional scan of the MRI session, participants played in total 102 trials of the wheel of fortune game: 30 per condition (winning, losing, neutral) with 10 of each condition combined with the low stimulation intensity, 10 with the high stimulation intensity and 10 with no stimulation; 10 dummy trials (participants had a choice but the wheel landed on white) and 2 extra trials to adjust the net monetary outcome of the game. Except the two extra trials, which were always performed at the end of the game, trials were presented in pseudorandom order. The trials without stimulation were included to reduce skin sensitization. To further reduce skin sensitization, thermal stimulation never occurred in more than five consecutive trials. Immediately after each thermal stimulus, participants rated the perceived intensity of the thermal stimulus using the VAS ([Figure 1](#nsw173-F1){ref-type="fig"}).

To maximize the salience of the wins for the effect of interest (pain inhibition by reward), higher outcomes were used for trials with simultaneous thermal stimulation. In trials with thermal stimulation, participants received between \$8.50 and \$9.50 in the winning condition. A 4:3 relationship between wins and losses was used, based on work showing that losses loom larger than wins with respect to saliency ([@nsw173-B24]) as well as sympathetic arousal ([@nsw173-B21]). Thus, participants lost between \$6.38 and \$7.13 with thermal stimulation. In trials without stimulation, participants won or lost between \$1 and \$6. Different magnitudes of monetary outcome in trials with and without stimulation do not pose a problem because condition effects were analyzed across trials with stimulation or across trials without stimulation. Unbeknownst to the participants, the outcome of a trial was not related to their color selection because outcomes for each trial occurred in a predetermined, pseudorandom order. By this, other processes that might influence overlapping neural correlates such as learning and associated meaningful choice behavior were purposefully excluded, as confirmed by analysis of participants' choice behavior.

The game was set-up in a way that participants made a monetary net win, which they were paid at the end of the experiment. Participants were informed before playing the game that they would receive this net win in real money at the end of the fMRI session. The net win was varied (extra trials of the game) between participants to keep a realistic impression of the game in case participants discussed the experiment with each other.

MRI data acquisition
--------------------

Imaging data were acquired on a 3 T Siemens TRIO MRI scanner at the McConnell Brain Imaging Center, Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) using a 32-channel head coil. A gradient-echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence covering the whole brain was used for the functional scan (TR = 2.37 s, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 90 degree, 45 3 mm thick axial slices, descending acquisition, field of view (FoV) 192 mm × 192 mm, matrix 64 × 64, resulting in an in-plane resolution of 3 × 3 mm^2^, 562 image volumes). Slices were titled 30° clockwise from the AC-PC plane to reduce signal drop-out in orbitofrontal areas. The first two images were discarded to allow steady state magnetization. High-resolution, anatomical T1-weighted images (RF spoiled, pre-scan normalized MPRAGE sequence, TR = 2300 ms, TE = 2.98 ms, TI = 900 ms, flip angle = 9°, FoV 176 × 256 × 256 mm, matrix 176 × 256 × 256, resulting in a voxel size of 1 mm^3^) were acquired for each subject for co-registration purposes. Field maps were obtained using a gradient echo sequence (TE = 30 ms, 0.25 ms dwell time, FoV and matrix identical to EPI).

Statistical analysis
--------------------

The first three trials with thermal stimulation (conditions winning with mild pain, neutral with mild pain and winning with moderate pain in the order of their appearance) were excluded from analysis because ratings were on average higher (\> the 95th percentile) than the rest of the trials. In addition, trials in which participants failed to choose a color were excluded (59 out of 2448 trials).

Behavioral data
---------------

Before testing the effects of monetary wins on the perception of nociceptive stimuli, it was ensured that the wheel of fortune game did indeed not allow meaningful choice behavior. Frequencies of choice repetitions were analyzed using a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) design with the two within-subjects factors 'stimulation intensity' (with the levels no stimulation, mildly and moderately painful) and 'outcome' (with the levels winning, losing, neutral) by mixed model procedures.

To test the effects of monetary wins and losses on the perception of nociceptive stimuli, VAS ratings of perceived intensity of the thermal stimuli were analyzed, after confirming normality (Shapiro-Wilk test), with a repeated measurement ANOVA design using mixed model procedures with the factors 'stimulation intensity' and 'outcome'. Mixed model procedures were followed by post hoc pairwise comparisons, when appropriate.

In a previously published study, we observed that pain modulation by monetary wins increases with increased perceived intensity of nociceptive stimuli: stimuli perceived as more painful were more inhibited by monetary wins ([@nsw173-B2]). We analyzed whether this finding was replicated in the present study by using Pearson's correlation between the average of the perceived intensity of the mildly painful stimuli in the neutral condition and the difference between the winning and neutral condition after testing for multivariate outliers with Mahalanobis distance.

The significance level was set to 5%. All statistical analyses were performed using PASW Statistics 21 (SPSS Inc. Chicago).

fMRI data
---------

All image processing and statistical analysis was performed using the software package FSL (FMRIB\'s Software Library; <http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl>; [@nsw173-B43]).

*Single subject analysis.* The following preprocessing steps were applied to each functional dataset: manual denoising using multivariate exploratory linear optimized decomposition into independent components (MELODIC) to remove motion artifacts and physiological noise indicated by spatial maps (e.g. ring around head, component primarily in ventricles), time courses (large spikes) and power spectra (predominantly high frequency content) of the components, spatial smoothing (Gaussian kernel, full width at half-maximum: 5 mm), motion correction and temporal highpass filtering (Gaussian-weighted least-squares straight line fitting with sigma = 100s). Susceptibility-related distortions were corrected using FSL field map correction routines.

A general linear model (GLM) was applied to each functional dataset, modeling the outcome interval ([Figure 1](#nsw173-F1){ref-type="fig"}) of each of the nine conditions of the wheel of fortune game (outcome conditions 'winning', 'losing' and 'neutral', each combined with stimulation intensities 'no stimulation', 'mild pain' and 'moderate pain', termed in the following: win_no, win_mild, win_moderate, lose_no, lose_mild, lose_moderate, neutral_no, neutral_mild, neutral_moderate). Intervals in which the wheel was spinning, dummy trials, the extra trials at the end of the game and motion outliers were modeled in regressors of no interest. The model regressors were convolved with a gamma hemodynamic response function and the first temporal derivatives were included. Voxel-wise parameter estimates were derived using the appropriate contrasts. Individuals' functional images were registered to their own anatomical scan and subsequently to the linear ICBM 152 template in MNI standard space using linear transformations (FLIRT; [@nsw173-B23]).

*Group level analysis.* Second level analyses were performed using a mixed-effects model, implemented in FLAME ([@nsw173-B4]). In a first model (Model 1), the parameter estimates and the corresponding estimates of the variance from the individuals' functional scans were merged on a group level. In a second model (Model 2), one regressor modeling the group mean (intercept) and a demeaned regressor containing each subject's behavioral index of pain modulation was included to test specifically for neural correlates of inter-individual differences in perceptual modulation. To maximize the effects of the modulation and to control for unspecific effects of arousal, the behavioral index of pain modulation was calculated as the individual difference between VAS ratings in the winning and losing conditions during mild pain. For Model 2, a mask of typical pain ([@nsw173-B50]) and reward ([@nsw173-B29]) processing regions was used, comprising primary (SI) and secondary (SII) somatosensory cortex, insula, ACC, thalamus, OFC, medial PFC, putamen, caudate nucleus, ventral striatum and amygdala (volume of mask: 466 040 mm^3^). Statistical inference was based on a voxel-based threshold of *z* = 2.3, cluster corrected at *P* \< 0.05 (whole brain for Model 1 and across the mask for Model 2).

*Neurological pain signature.* We tested whether the different stimulation intensities and monetary wins and losses had a modulatory effect on the so-called 'Neurological Pain Signature' (NPS; [@nsw173-B55]). The NPS is a distributed pattern of fMRI activations, defined previously in an independent dataset by multivariate pattern analysis, which sensitively and specifically tracks changes in perceived pain intensity in response to changes of nociceptive input, including when controlling for stimulus intensity ([@nsw173-B55]). Our rationale for testing any modulatory influences on the NPS was its high sensitivity and the fact that it does not respond to non-painful emotional events that otherwise activate similar brain areas. Modulation of the NPS by monetary wins would be consistent with the hypothesis that reward decreases activation in pain intensity coding regions. Lack of effects on the NPS, in conjunction with no change in the magnitude of pain-related activation in areas receiving ascending nociceptive input, would point to reward-induced pain modulation by another cerebral system, possibly related to valuation of simultaneously present pain and reward.

For calculating the strength of the NPS response in the different conditions of the wheel of fortune game, a voxelwise pattern of regression weights defined previously in an independent dataset ([@nsw173-B55]) was used. For each subject and each condition of interest (win_mild, win_moderate, neutral_mild, neutral_moderate, lose_mild, lose_moderate), these pre-defined regression weights were multiplied with the parameter estimates obtained from the single subject analysis (the condition-specific brain activation maps) for each voxel and summed up across all voxels (i.e. the scalar product was calculated). This calculation resulted in one value for each subject and condition, describing the accordance with the NPS. These values were analyzed for differences between conditions with a repeated measurement ANOVA design using mixed model procedures with the factors 'stimulation intensity' and 'outcome'.

*Connectivity analyses.* To investigate the influence of brain regions identified in Model 2 on other brain areas, a psychophysiological interaction analysis (PPI; [@nsw173-B18]) was performed. PPI analyses provide a model of how a psychological context (i.e., obtaining monetary wins) changes the influence one brain area has on another area and is regarded as a measure of effective connectivity ([@nsw173-B46]). The area of significant activity related to the regressor of behavioral pain modulation in Model 2 served as the seed for the PPI analysis. Two PPI regressors were computed, each as the scalar product of the time course averaged across the voxels in the seed and a vector coding the wining condition with mild pain (win_mild) as the regressor of interest or coding the losing condition with mild pain (lose_mild) as a regressor of no interest. Both PPI regressors were included in the same model to model the full space of the pain modulation conditions ([@nsw173-B31]). In addition, regressors coding all nine conditions, the time course averaged across the seed voxels and the same regressors of no interest as above were included to ensure that the variance explained by the PPI regressors is not confounded by main effects of the conditions or other factors ([@nsw173-B35]). Statistical inference was based on a voxel-based threshold of z = 1.6 and cluster threshold of *P* \< 0.05 within the regions of interest (RoIs) anterior insula (volume of mask: 3840 mm^3^), ACC (50120 mm^3^) and contralateral SI (postcentral gyrus; 29864 mm^3^) ([@nsw173-B60]). RoIs were anatomically defined using the Harvard-Oxford Cortical Structural Atlas implemented in FSL (signal intensity minimum at 30%). The insula RoI was manually restricted on the ICBM 152 template to the anterior part of the insula (the three short insular gyri) based on emotional-cognitive pain modulation being represented in anterior but not posterior parts.

Further, correlations of pain modulation by monetary wins or losses (indexed by the difference in VAS ratings between winning or losing and neutral with mild pain) with the connectivity strengths between the mOFC and the PPI clusters were calculated.

Results
=======

Winning vs Losing money with simultaneous pain
----------------------------------------------

The outcome of the wheel of fortune game modulated pain perception dependent on stimulus intensity (interaction 'stimulation intensity' × 'outcome': *F*~23 ~=~ ~4.50, *P* = 0.022), but did not show an overall effect on perceived pain (main effect 'outcome': *F*~23 ~=~ ~0.28, *P* = 0.75), while the different stimulus intensities were perceived as different (main effect 'stimulation intensity': *F*~23 ~=~ ~58.10, *P* \< 0.001). Post hoc comparisons revealed that monetary wins and losses modulated the perceived intensity of the mildly painful stimuli (pain intensity was rated as less intense in the winning condition compared with the losing condition, *P* = 0.03; [Figure 2A](#nsw173-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Post hoc comparisons did not show a difference in the VAS ratings between the winning and the neutral condition with mild pain (*P* = 0.89), while there was a trend between the losing and neutral condition with mild pain (*P* = 0.05). Moderately painful stimuli were not modulated by monetary wins and losses (post hoc comparisons winning vs losing *P* = 0.30, winning vs neutral *P* = 0.99, losing vs neutral *P* = 0.45). Therefore, only conditions with mildly painful stimulation are considered in the following analyses of pain modulation by monetary wins and losses. Fig. 2.Perceived pain intensity and pain modulation by monetary wins as a function of perceived intensity of nociceptive stimuli. (A) Means and standard errors of intensity ratings for the thermal stimuli in the winning, losing and neutral condition in the mildly painful stimulation category; (B) Correlation of pain modulation displayed as the difference between ratings in the winning and neutral condition in the mildly painful stimulation category (*y*-axis) as a function of perceived intensity of the stimuli in the neutral condition (*x*-axis). Successful modulation (i.e. inhibited perception by monetary wins) is displayed as positive values. Post hoc comparisons \* *P* \< 0.05, *^t^P* \< 0.10.

Further, pain inhibition by monetary wins was greater the higher subjects rated the nociceptive stimuli in the mildly painful category in the neutral condition (*r* = 0.50, *P* = 0.02; [Figure 2B;](#nsw173-F2){ref-type="fig"} one multivariate outlier excluded, Mahalanobis distance *P* = 0.04).

Before addressing whether pain-inhibitory effects of winning are mediated by (i) inhibition of pain intensity coding regions and/or direct inhibition of ascending input, or (ii) a cerebral circuitry outside these typical pain processing areas, we interrogated the main effects of Model 1 to assess activations associated with each condition (win_no, lose_no, win_mild and lose_mild). Each condition was associated with robust brain activation compared with rest ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Also, as expected, moderate pain was associated with significantly higher activation in typical pain processing regions compared to mild pain, including posterior and anterior insula, pdACC, SII and supplementary motor cortex ([Figure 3A;](#nsw173-F3){ref-type="fig"}[Table 1](#nsw173-T1){ref-type="table"}), indicating that increases in perceived intensity were associated with increased brain activation. Fig. 3.Neurological pain signature response and brain correlates of moderate compared to mild pain. (A) An univariate analysis showed that moderate pain was associated with higher brain activations compared to mild pain (contrast: \[win_mod + neut_mod + lose_mod\] \> \[win_mild + neut_mild + lose_mild\]): anterior insula (aINS), posterior insula (pINS), primary somatosensory cortex (SI), secondary somatosensory cortex (SII), posterior-dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (pdACC) and supplementary motor area (SMA). Images are displayed in neurological convention, i.e. right side of the brain is on the right. Coordinates are given in MNI space. Statistical inference was based on a voxel-based threshold of *z* = 2.3, cluster corrected at p \<.05 on a whole brain level. For details see [Table 1](#nsw173-T1){ref-type="table"}; (B) A priori defined pattern of the Neurological Pain Signature (NPS). The inset show examples of the pattern distribution of voxel weights within certain brain areas; (C) NPS responses in the winning, losing, and neutral condition with mildly painful, moderately painful, or no stimulation of the wheel of fortune game; mean scalar values expressing the NPS across subjects; error bars: standard error of the mean. Post hoc comparisons \*\* *P* \< 0.01. Scaling of the NPS values depends on many factors such as voxel size, contrast weight, field strength, etc. Because only a within-study comparison was of interest here, we did not attempt to equate scaling of the NPS values with previous studies.Table 1.Brain activation in response to moderately vs mildly painful stimulationMNI peak coordinates in mmBrain regionCluster size (mm3)z score peakxyz*Cluster spanning:*429384.71−36610central opercular cortex,4.71−36610insula,4.59−40−2012SII4.57−5408*Cluster spanning:*415204.46−41432pdACC,4.46−41432parietal cortex,3.9516−4864SMA3.55−8−260cerebellum368164.01−32−50−50*Cluster spanning:*305205.3454−1418SII,5.3454−1418central opercularcortex,4.9038−1618insula3.9434146[^1]

In contrast, activation did not differ between win_mild and lose_mild, controlled for win_no and lose_no (contrast \[win_mild -- win_no\] -- \[lose_mild -- lose_no\]; to ensure that significant brain activation in this contrast was not driven by deactivations, only *z*-values greater than zero were entered into the contrast calculation). To reduce the probability of a Type II error, we also interrogated a lenient voxel-based threshold of *z*  \>  1.6 uncorrected for cluster extent, which neither revealed any activation in this contrast. We conclude that brain activation was not decreased in win_mild compared to lose_mild, indicating that behavioral pain inhibition by monetary wins relative to losses did not change the magnitude of pain-related brain activation, despite lower ratings of perceived pain.

To further test the hypothesis that pain modulation by monetary wins and losses modulates activation in pain intensity coding regions, we tested whether the NPS, a brain system that sensitively scales with perceived pain related to changes in nociceptive input ([Figure 3B](#nsw173-F3){ref-type="fig"}), varied across conditions (cf. [@nsw173-B59]). No differences in the NPS were found for the different outcomes of the wheel of fortune game (main effect 'outcome' *F*~184 ~=~ ~1.37, *P* = 0.26) nor an interaction between stimulus intensities and outcomes (*F*~184 ~=~ ~0.71, *P* = 0.57; [Figure 3C](#nsw173-F3){ref-type="fig"}). However, in line with the univariate results of Model 1, the NPS response increased significantly for moderately compared to mildly painful stimuli across the outcomes of the wheel of fortune game (main effect 'stimulus intensity' *F*~184 ~=~ ~92.22, *P* \< 0.001; all post hoc comparisons *P* \< 0.001; [Figure 3C](#nsw173-F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Mediation of the pain-inhibitory effects of winning
---------------------------------------------------

Inter-individual differences in the magnitude of behavioral pain modulation, indexed by the difference in VAS ratings between winning and losing with mild pain, correlated with the activation in the medial OFC (mOFC) in win_mild (between-subject analysis) (peak 10, 42, -16; *z* = 3.34; medial orbital gyrus, [@nsw173-B41]) (Model 2; [Figure 4](#nsw173-F4){ref-type="fig"}). No other brain region showed this behavior. This correlation was only present in the winning condition with mild stimulation; no correlation between activation and behavioral pain modulation was found for any of the other conditions. This suggests that the mOFC specifically mediated pain inhibition by monetary wins relative to monetary losses. Fig. 4.**Brain correlates of pain inhibition by reward.** Behavioral pain modulation correlated with brain activation in the medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC) in the condition with monetary wins and mild pain. Images are displayed in neurological convention, i.e. right side of the brain is on the right. Statistical inference was based on a voxel-based threshold of *z* = 2.3, cluster corrected at *P* \<.05 across the mask comprising typical pain and reward processing regions (see section 'Statistical analysis'). Coordinates are given in MNI space.

In order to characterize the brain circuitry mediating pain-inhibitory effects of monetary wins, a PPI analysis was performed with the mOFC as seed (within-subject analysis). The mOFC condition-dependent increased negative connectivity with all three RoIs ([Figure 5](#nsw173-F5){ref-type="fig"}; [Table 2](#nsw173-T2){ref-type="table"}): a rostrally located cluster in the anterior insula, the hand area of SI contralateral to stimulation site and the adACC. Outside the RoIs, no region showed increased connectivity with the mOFC, significant at a whole brain level. The increased negative connectivity of the mOFC was specific to the condition in which participants won money and received mild pain at the same time, as ensured by the PPI design by including a second PPI regressor for losing money with simultaneous mild pain. No condition-dependent changes in connectivity with any of the three RoIs (anterior insula, adACC, SI) were obtained for this second PPI regressor when participants lost money and received mild pain simultaneously. Fig. 5.PPI analysis of connectivity of the medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC). The mOFC as the seed shows increased negative connectivity with the right primary somatosensory cortex (SI) in the hand area contralateral to the stimulation site, the right rostral anterior insula (raINS), and the anterior-dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (adACC). Subdivision of the ACC according to [@nsw173-B16]; pd, posterior-anterior; pg perigenual; sg, subgenual. Images are displayed in neurological convention, i.e. right side of the brain is on the right. Statistical inference was based on a voxel-based threshold of *z* = 1.6 and cluster threshold of *P*  \< 0.05 within the regions of interest anterior insula, ACC, and SI (postcentral gyrus). Coordinates are given in MNI space.Table 2.Brain regions showing increased negative connectivity with the medial orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC) when winning money and receiving pain simultaneouslyMNI peak coordinates in mmBrain regionCluster size (mm3)z score peakxyzadACC18242.7883820SI (hand area)14002.8842−3058rostral anterior insula5842.303814−10[^2]

Because negative connectivity between the mOFC and the PPI clusters in the adACC, the SI and the rostral anterior insula increased specifically in the winning condition with mild pain, we tested whether the connectivity strength between the mOFC and these PPI clusters was uniquely associated with pain inhibition by monetary wins. Pain inhibition by monetary wins was indexed by the difference in VAS ratings between winning with mild stimulation and neutral with mild stimulation. Connectivity strength between mOFC and adACC in the winning condition with mild pain correlated significantly with the degree of pain inhibition by monetary wins (*r* = 0.48, *P* = 0.02). In contrast, connectivity strength between mOFC and SI or rostral anterior insula did not correlate with pain inhibition by monetary wins. Further, no correlation was found for the connectivity strength between mOFC and adACC, SI or rostral anterior insula and pain facilitation by monetary losses (indexed by the difference in VAS ratings between losing and neutral with mild stimulation).

Discussion
==========

The present results extend the existing literature by identifying a brain circuitry that inhibits pain when reward is simultaneously present. The pain inhibitory effects of reward were mediated by the mOFC: activation in this region correlated positively across subjects with the individuals' perceived changes in pain intensity when obtaining monetary wins relative to losses. Interestingly, outcomes of the wheel of fortune task did not change the magnitude of activation in a pain intensity coding brain network or in typical pain processing areas, including those that receive direct nociceptive input. Rather than changing the magnitude of activation, monetary wins influenced the functional coupling between the OFC and typical pain processing regions: on an individual level, the signal time course in the mOFC condition-dependent correlated negatively with the signal time courses in the rostral anterior insula, adACC and primary somatosensory cortex when pain and reward occurred simultaneously. We interpret this as moment-to-moment down-regulation of these regions by the mOFC, which might be the mechanism by which the OFC achieved pain inhibition.

To our knowledge, the present results describe for the first time a cerebral network that might mediate pain inhibition by reward and provide insight into at which level of the neuraxis this modulation is achieved (cf. [@nsw173-B26]). The central role of the mOFC identified in this study is in line with previous results indicating that the OFC is important for pain inhibition by pleasure ([@nsw173-B42]; [@nsw173-B61]) as well as the reward literature that identifies the mOFC as monitoring the valence of reward values ([@nsw173-B6], for review). Pleasure is one component of reward for which hedonic experience or pleasure (\"liking\") and motivation to obtain reward ('wanting') are differentiated ([@nsw173-B7]). The design of the present study included a stimulus related to behavior and inducing approach behavior ([@nsw173-B56]) to incorporate motivational aspects of reward in addition to the 'liking' of the reward for a more naturalistic reward stimulus. However, the current design does not allow disentangling specific contributions of motivation and pleasure. It would be interesting to investigate in future studies potential differential contributions of the mOFC in motivational and affective aspects of pain-reward interaction.

Extending studies on pain inhibition by pleasurable stimuli by means of a connectivity analysis, the present study describes a mechanism by which the OFC might induce pain inhibition: the results suggest that the OFC down-regulated, or at least was negatively correlated with, activation in the rostral anterior insula, adACC and SI. We suggest that the modulation of activity in these three regions by the OFC reflects different aspects of the interaction between reward and pain.

Both the rostral anterior insula and the adACC are implicated in cognitive-emotional pain modulation (e.g. [@nsw173-B39]; [@nsw173-B37]; [@nsw173-B22]; [@nsw173-B62]). In addition, the anterior insula has been conceptualized as a key area processing pain as a homeostatic behavioral drive, linking it to the emotional and motivational aspects of pain ([@nsw173-B13]). This role of the anterior insula is in line with the present results: winning as a motivational event associated with positive emotions induced pain inhibition through involvement of the anterior insula. Interestingly, we found no involvement of insular sub-regions in pain modulation by monetary wins and losses that are part of the NPS, i.e. a network of brain regions tracking perceived pain intensity related to changes in nociceptive input or the part of the insula receiving direct nociceptive input, i.e. the dorsolateral posterior insula ([@nsw173-B15]). Previously, it was demonstrated that pain-related activity in the rostral anterior insula, in close proximity to the cluster found in the present study, modulates the representation of reward in the mOFC: increased OFC activation related to increased rostral anterior insula activation associated with participants valuing pain avoidance higher than a potential reward ([@nsw173-B47]). Thus, together the present study and the study by Talmi et al. describe a reciprocal relationship between the OFC and the rostral anterior insula with the directionality possibly depending on whether reward or pain avoidance is prioritized.

As the insula, the ACC can be subdivided in different functional parts along the anterior-posterior axis ([@nsw173-B5]; [@nsw173-B16]). While the posterior-dorsal part of the ACC is part of the NPS ([@nsw173-B55]) and the main part of the ACC activated in pain fMRI studies ([@nsw173-B54]; [@nsw173-B15]), the anterior-dorsal part of the ACC, i.e. the part involved in pain inhibition by monetary wins relative to losses in this study, has been implicated in pain inhibition e.g. by placebo ([@nsw173-B37]). Interestingly, this part of the ACC is also commonly activated by reward processing and the detection of conflict (e.g. [@nsw173-B9], for review; [@nsw173-B38]; [@nsw173-B5]; [@nsw173-B47]). Although participants could not actively avoid pain in the present study, experiencing pain and reward simultaneously induces a conflict between negative and positive motivational systems, conceptualized in the Motivation-Decision Model ([@nsw173-B17]). Our data suggest a mechanism of how this conflict is dealt with by the brain: the connectivity strength between the mOFC and the adACC correlated with the behavioral pain inhibition by monetary wins. By decreasing the perceived pain, the conflict between negative and positive motivational systems is reduced. Thus, increased OFC activation when pain and reward co-occur would not only lead to pain inhibition but also to reduction of the perceived conflict via down-regulation of activation in the adACC. A reduction of perceived conflict is further supported by the behavioral result that participants who perceived the nociceptive stimulation as more painful showed more pain inhibition by monetary wins, replicating an earlier study ([@nsw173-B2]). The interpretation that the adACC reflects the conflict induced by simultaneously present pain and reward is supported by a recent meta-analysis suggesting that this part of the ACC monitors survival-relevant goal conflicts including nociceptive processes ([@nsw173-B28]). More intense pain should induce a higher conflict than less intense pain, at least until a point when the pain becomes too strong a motivator. This might explain why we found no pain modulation by monetary wins and losses with more intense pain, i.e. the moderately painful stimulation category, a result that also replicates previous findings ([@nsw173-B2]). A similar observation of reduced pain modulation when the pain gets too intense has been made with pain-inhibitory effects of distraction ([@nsw173-B30]). A mix of within-subject and between-subject effects might contribute to the potential paradox that pain modulatory effects for mildly painful stimuli were greater the higher subjects rated the pain and that moderately painful stimuli were not modulated. The first is a between-subject phenomenon whereas the second is a within-subject effect.

The third region modulated by the mOFC was the hand region of the SI contralateral to the side of thermal stimulation, i.e. the SI region that received input from the heat stimuli. SI is involved in the coding of the sensory-discriminative dimension of pain, including stimulus localization ([@nsw173-B51], for review). Thus, SI activation by pain is likely related to the alerting and warning function of pain, for which precise localization is important ([@nsw173-B1]; [@nsw173-B51]). Inhibition of SI by the OFC as found here might diminish the alerting function of nociceptive stimulation, thereby biasing an organism towards enduring pain to obtain reward, in line with predictions of the Motivation-Decision model.

The Motivation-Decision model suggests that pain inhibition by reward is achieved via a circuitry descending from brainstem structures to second order nociceptive neurons in the spinal dorsal horn ([@nsw173-B17]). Such pain inhibition should result in a decrease of pain signals ascending via the spinothalamic tract, the main tract to relay nociceptive information from the spinal cord to the brain ([@nsw173-B15]). Here, we did not find evidence for decreased activation in any structure being targeted by the spinothalamic tract, including the thalamus, the posterior insula/SII, the ACC, or SI. In addition, the NPS, which sensitively and specifically tracks perceived pain intensity in response to changes in nociceptive input ([@nsw173-B55]), was not modulated by the outcomes of the wheel of fortune game. Further, the regions that were found to be modulated by the OFC, i.e. rostral anterior insula, adACC and SI, are not part of the NPS nor do they receive spinothalamic input, except for SI (which arguably is not part of the NPS for methodological reasons because pain-related activation in SI largely depends on stimulation site and protocol, [@nsw173-B51]). We interpret these findings to mean that pain inhibition by reward did not decrease nociceptive processing and is therefore not achieved via descending pain inhibitory systems. In contrast, we found clear evidence for supraspinal mechanisms without altered spinal pain processing. Importantly, the fact that pain can be modulated via different mechanisms sounds a note of caution when considering brain activation patterns as pain biomarkers (Davis *et al.*, 2012).

Reward-induced pain inhibition as described here fits the concept of higher-order modulation mediated by purely supraspinal mechanisms. Of course, modulation of participants' ratings by such higher-order modulation might be criticized as simply representing response bias. However, higher-order pain modulation does not contradict perceptual modulation and might represent a process at a cognitive level (cf. [@nsw173-B10]). In line with this reasoning, it has been argued that there is no clear distinction between sensory and cognitive processing such as decision-making within the pain system and that these components cannot be separated in a meaningful way ([@nsw173-B10]). Further, a dissociation between perceptual and cognitive components of the pain experience has been described as a factor contributing to the development and maintenance of chronic pain, resulting in 'exaggerated' pain perception in chronic states ([@nsw173-B27]). We interpret the relationship in the present study between the behavioral pain modulation and the cerebral mechanism of reward-induced pain inhibition on an individual level as contradicting the conjecture of a simple response bias.

Reward is an important mechanism shaping behavior and as such reward has been applied successfully in the treatment of chronic pain patients, e.g. in the context of operant pain therapy (e.g. [@nsw173-B34]; [@nsw173-B49]). In operant pain therapy, reward is used to increase desirable health behaviors (e.g. increase of activity) and decrease maladaptive pain behaviors (e.g. activity avoidance). However, the immediate pain-relieving aspects of reward are typically not taken into account. Perhaps the acute pain relieving effects of reward could be exploited to generate a self-sustaining circuit of reward-induced pain relief, which in turn acts a reinforcer for the behavior preceding the reward. However, cumulating animal and human evidence shows alterations in the mesolimbic reward circuitry in chronic pain ([@nsw173-B3]; [@nsw173-B8]; [@nsw173-B32]; [@nsw173-B48]), hinting at impaired reward processing in chronic pain. This suggests that efficacy of operant pain therapy might be enhanced by directly targeting altered pain-reward interactions, for example by increasing saliency and processing of reward through mindfulness-based approaches (e.g. [@nsw173-B19]).

It should be noted that although statistically significant, behavioral pain modulation was small in the present study. Further, the behavioral results on a group level appear to be driven by pain-facilitating effects of losing compared to the neutral condition. In contrast to the behavioral results, brain results indicate that the cerebral circuitry identified here is indeed likely driven by pain inhibition by reward. The discrepancy between the behavioral and imaging results could be due to difficulties of appropriate neutral conditions, i.e. conditions that only differs in the aspect of interest but not in any other aspect. For example, studies on emotional pain modulation often use pictures, but neutral pictures (e.g. mushrooms, furniture) are typically associated with lower arousal compared to positively or negatively valenced pictures ([@nsw173-B40]).

In summary, our results indicate that the mOFC mediates pain inhibition by reward by influencing brain regions that are likely concerned with the relative value and importance of pain, rather than nociceptive processing. To further expand these findings and to allow implementation in pain therapy, future studies could investigate whether the brain mechanism of pain-reward interaction are altered in chronic pain patients.
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For three participants, no stimulation intensities that were rated as mildly and moderately painful could be established within the safety range; one participant did not make any choices during the familiarization with the wheel of fortune game; for one participant it was not possible to schedule the fMRI session; one participant did not show up for the fMRI session.

[^1]: Brain areas that were more activated by moderately compared to mildly painful stimulation (significant on a whole brain-level, voxel-based threshold *z* = 2.3 and cluster-based threshold *P* \< 0.05). Local maxima within the clusters are given for individual anatomical areas. SII, secondary somatosensory cortex; pdACC, posterior-dorsal anterior cingulate cortex; SMA, supplementary motor area.

[^2]: Brain areas that showed increased negative connectivity with the mOFC in the PPI analysis when receiving monetary reward and pain at the same time (significant on a voxel-based threshold of *z* = 1.6 and cluster threshold of *P* \< 0.05 within the regions of interest (RoIs) anterior insula, ACC, and postcentral gyrus ([@nsw173-B60])). Local maxima within the clusters are given for individual anatomical areas. SI, primary somatosensory cortex; adACC, anterior-dorsal anterior cingulate cortex.
